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MATTRESS FACTORY HOLDS ART AND...INTIMACY AND KINK WITH ARTIST NATHAN HALL

(PITTSBURGH, PA January 2020) – This Valentine’s, the Mattress Factory is offering an alternative to the traditional roses and chocolate – an evening of kink and intimacy. Factory Installed 2019 artist, Nathan Hall, joins us for Art And...Intimacy and Kink, on Wednesday, February 12, from 6-8 PM.

The evening will include a brief talk with Artist Nathan Hall; a performance by the Pittsburgh Pups; a choral composition for the audience; and closing with a round of “speed dating,” where guests can move from station to station talking to our panel of kink experts. The panelists for the “speed dating” include Nathan Hall; Mowgli, Pittsburgh Pup; Aiden Flame, pro-domme and rope artist; Joselynn Lark, service sub and burlesque dancer; and Kambani, Kink 101.

The evening is designed to be an inclusive, safe space for all participants (18+) to learn, explore and have fun!

Tickets are $20/$15 for MF Members/ $10 for students and can be purchased here: https://www.showclix.com/event/art-and-kink. Members can email members@mattress.org for their discount code.

About Nathan Hall
Nathan Hall uses music as an artistic medium to explore a variety of fields including science, nature, the fine arts, history and sexuality. His site-specific performances are often inspired by the performers and locations for which they are commissioned. Other works are inspired by the composer’s sexuality and experiences as a gay man, creating a special intimacy between performer, place, and audience. He is a former Fulbright Fellow to Iceland, and holds his Doctorate in Musical Arts from the University of Colorado, Boulder. His works have been performed and exhibited around the world, and his collaborations with artists and musicians include Rhona Byrne, Slim Cessna, Ragnar Kjartansson, Magnus Trygvason Eliassen, Ásdis Sif Gunnarsdóttir and Kim Dickey. Hall has been awarded numerous awards and grants, and his residencies include Denver Art Museum’s first Creative in Residence and the Ogilvy Travel Fellowship to Ireland. He is President-Elect of the Board of Playground Ensemble and currently lives in Denver.